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As postcolonial scholars observed over three decades ago—well before Patrick Wolfe’s now 

canonical intervention—“the logic of elimination” depends on a range of symbolic acts and 

representational practices. So, too, in wartime Israel. The mainstream legacy media functions as 

the symbolic realm par excellence. Here, a long legacy of colonial vanishing acts, taking aim at 

Israel’s Palestinian victims, is replayed daily on the front pages of newspapers and in TV news 

studios as Israel’s genocidal campaign continues. This wartime representational calculus—on 

which there is widespread national agreement, save on the beleaguered and increasingly vilified 

left-wing margins of the national media landscape—produces a view of Gaza which bears little 

resemblance to that seen on many global screens. Such vanishing acts are crucial tools, an 

indispensable means of bolstering national morale in the face of what most Jewish Israelis deem 

an existential threat. 

 Everywhere, the eye of the military predominates. On newspaper front pages, readers 

encounter the streets of Gaza from the vantage of the embedded reporter—over the shoulders of 

soldiers, or at their backs—visuals that share media prominence with tributes to hostages and 

fallen soldiers.1 So, too, on the evening television news, which remains a media standard-bearer. 

Images of dead and injured Palestinian civilians are infrequent at best—“[t]he deaths of 

thousands of Palestinian families in Gaza are ignored”, Ha’aretz notes.2 It is nearly impossible to 

find “a mention of the death toll in Gaza” as it falls outside the bounds of the “Israeli mourning 

formula”, writes the left-wing Israeli media watchdog The Seventh Eye.3 When made visible, 

Palestinians tend to appear under the sign of the enemy: the terrorist (dead or alive), the prisoner, 
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or the beguiling figure of Hamas leaders still eluding capture. Palestinian journalists from Gaza, 

who might provide testimonials about the daily bombardment, are dismissed as (ontologically) 

unreliable witnesses, unable to bear witness to their own devastation.4 Internal critics of their 

state’s Gaza campaign, including Jewish and Palestinian activists and left-wing members of the 

Israeli parliament, are not invited onto the evening television talk-shows; indeed, some are 

accused of treason for precisely this, or even for displays of empathy for Gaza’s dead.5 In the 

process, alternative visions of post-war political futures, those that challenge the ethnonationalist 

ideologies of the state, are also obscured from public view. 

 The military censor plays a central role in this media calculus, remaining active in 

shaping and filtering media content. All Israeli media outlets agree to pass sensitive content 

through the censor, or to self-censor in advance of publication to avoid the associated penalties 

that come with a failure to comply.6 But the consensual blindspots within media coverage are not 

chiefly a byproduct of the censor’s legal hand, as The Intercept noted: “People self-censor, 

people do not even try to report the stories they know won’t get through”.7 Ha’aretz put it this 

way: “There are no explicit instructions, but there’s this kind of vibe that allows no place for 

stories of Gazan victims in the news broadcasts … This is a surrender to the public mood, one 

that says that after such a great disaster, you shouldn’t ‘give the enemy an opportunity’”.8 This 

“surrender” is deemed a wartime necessity, lest Israel cede a media victory to their enemy. 

 Military policy regarding journalist access to the Gaza Strip is also a crucial factor. As in 

Israeli bombardments of the last decade and a half, the military banned the entrance of Israeli 

and foreign journalists, arguing the grounds of security necessity: “allowing foreign journalists to 

move around Gaza independently could endanger troops or lead to their positions being 

compromised”.9 In early November, Gaza was opened to embedded journalists, beginning with 

Israelis and then moving selectively to the foreign press corps, but under strict regulations 

governing the terms of media content, capture, and distribution.10 While the practice of 

embedded journalism has been harshly criticized in the international media, the mainstream 

Israeli press has evidenced little such concern.11 The same disposition has characterized their 

response to the lethal Israeli attacks on Palestinian journalists in Gaza Strip—what the 

Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) called “the deadliest period for journalists since CPJ 
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began gathering data in 1992”, and raising concerns about “an apparent pattern of targeting of 

journalists and their families by the Israeli military”.12 The Israeli media leaned on the military to 

rebut such charges: “the IDF has never, and will never, deliberately target journalists”.13 

 By extension, the chief military spokesperson has become “the face of the war against 

Hamas in Gaza”, appearing nightly on the Israeli evening news with operational updates.14 Most 

viewers know him by name: “Daniel Hagari [chief military spokesman] has earned high levels of 

trust from Israelis for keeping them abreast of offensive in Strip, ‘filling a void’ and reassuring a 

public traumatized by Oct. 7 horrors”.15 Israeli journalists have been eager conscripts into the 

military’s hasbara project, often “exclusively relying on official military statements” for 

operational updates.16 Even at key junctures in the Israeli assault, when even the mainstream 

international press challenged the veracity of military messaging—for example, in the wake of 

Israeli attacks on both al-Ahli and al-Shifa hospitals—Israeli support for the military message 

remained strong.17 Most Israeli pundits read such critiques as mere indices of hate and denial: 

“The Arab street won’t believe anything the IDF spokesman has revealed…”.18 When critics of 

the military’s media strategy are given mainstream airtime, they are typically arguing for more 

and better hasbara, rather than less—arguing (for example) that military messaging was lacking 

in persuasiveness, poorly executed, or simply came too late.19 

 

Histories of the Vanishing Act 

Such vanishing acts may be unprecedented in degree, but not in kind. Rather, they have been 

evident in Israeli media coverage of its successive wars on the Gaza Strip for the last decade and 

a half. Consider, for example, Israel’s 2021 military bombardment of Gaza.20 Then, national 

viewers of the evening news chiefly saw Gaza from a distance, with television broadcasters 

favoring footage of residential towers collapsing under the weight of the Israeli bombardment, 

spectacular Iron Drone interceptions in the night sky, or incoming rockets fired toward Israel. 

Then, like today, the mainstream media cheered on the operation, as noted by left-wing Israeli 

journalist Gideon Levy: “you look at Israeli media and you look at Israeli public opinion and the 

Israeli discourse, and you hear only one voice, a voice of cheering to the fighting, of asking for 

more, of asking for more blood, of supporting the IDF in an unconditioned way, no criticism and, 
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above all, no real information”. Then, like today, the wartime visual field was largely cleansed of 

Palestinian victims. As Levy said in 2021: “the Israeli average viewer, TV viewer, didn’t see 

nothing [sic] of Gaza. You see here and there those towers falling down—it’s very photogenic—

but nothing about the sacrifice, nothing about the agony, nothing about the families, nothing 

about the suffer, the children, everything. Israelis don’t see it…”.21 

 What did change dramatically over the course of the last decade was the Gazan digital 

ecosystem. During Israel’s 2008–9 and 2012 aerial bombardments, most Palestinians in Gaza 

lacked widespread access to mobile digital technologies and reliable internet connectivity, a 

condition rooted in extreme economic deprivation and Israeli restrictions on electricity and 

broadband. During the course of these assaults, the Israeli military was able to maintain control 

of the wartime media message—the byproduct of both a state-imposed blockade on the entry of 

journalists into the Gaza Strip, and of the military’s growing presence on social media. But by 

2014 and more so by 2021—during subsequent Israeli military bombardments—mobile digital 

technologies had become widespread within the Gazan population, and Palestinians were filming 

and posting the military assaults on their communities in something close to real time. By 2021, 

the global social media field of the wartime period was saturated with amateur Palestinian video 

of Gazan death and infrastructural devastation, often uploaded in the very midst of an Israeli 

attack. 

 For many Israelis, such shifts in the Palestinian media ecosystem produced a profound 

sense of political crisis. In 2021, Israeli television commentators and military analysts warned 

live audiences about the torrent of “bad images” coming out of Gaza during the Israeli assault, 

shot on the smartphones of Gazans under fire. Israeli military spokespersons framed the images 

of devastated Gazan infrastructures and injured children that were appearing on the mobile 

screens of populations across the globe as a public relations management problem. They warned 

that, despite a growing army of pro-Israeli influencers on social media, the military was failing to 

produce a so-called “victory photo” that might mitigate the damaging images produced by their 

foes.22 “In the battle of photos of pathos”, a commentator would write in the mainstream Israeli 

press, “we don’t stand a chance”.23 
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“Losing the PR War” 

The same sense of media crisis has been articulated by many Israeli and pro-Israeli pundits over 

the course of the last few months, as the Gazan death toll continues to rise. They note with 

concern that despite the military’s best efforts, their media narrative is faltering in the 

international community.24 Many warn that Israeli messaging cannot compete with the growing 

social media archive of Palestinian-generated images: “Graphic images of destruction and death 

from Gaza, and disastrous public relations failures have resulted in the replacement of Israel’s 

easy-to-understand story with more customary accusations of ‘disproportionality’ and of ‘the 

Jewish state’s lack of regard for civilians’”.25 As in Gaza campaigns of the past, Israeli pundits 

take to the national airwaves, or the opinion pages of newspapers, to bemoan that “Israel is 

losing the PR war” once again. 

 Some blame the military spokespersons’ unit, saying their message was bungled or came 

too late. Some blame inadequate global financing: “One of the many reasons that Israel is losing 

the PR war is that not one single donor, not one single organization, has put serious money into 

advertising or digital PR for Israel”.26 Many agree that they are losing international hearts and 

minds to “The Media-Savvy Murderers of Hamas” (as per the title of an op-ed by the military’s 

chief spokesperson), with their social media cunning.27 And the international viewing public, 

they warn, is taking the viral bait: “Ordinary Gazans pushed out, onto these media networks, 

images of a war and the world drank it up…”.28 This recurrent storyline installs a proxy 

narrative, replacing Israeli genocidal violence with a story of injurious enemy media. The 

violence of the Israeli state is replaced by the (ostensible) violence of the enemy’s images. And 

in this reformulation, the Jewish state is installed as chief victim. For Israel, amidst the growing 

global groundswell of protest and condemnation, as global media consumers watch Israel bomb 

and starve Gaza on their mobile screens, the stakes in this vanishing act are considerable. 
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